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in a year that included the release of two of the most popular american artists of the past decade,
jay-z and beyonc, the tradition of the british invasion, with its cultural shifts and socio-political
implications, continued. beyonc released her acclaimed beyonce, which included a brilliant if
awkward cover of the us standard (and, for many, confusing) song, staying alive. an even more
powerful recording of the song, however, was made by a british singer, the eccentric former
leadbelly (real name huddie william leadbetter) who recorded four albums in the 1960s and 1970s,
and is arguably the most original and influential singer of folk music, and certainly the most
idiosyncratic. the bohemian, goth-country crooner is every country music fans favorite. with a voice
so smooth, his melodies so catchy, and his style so unique, josh turner has been a top country
performer for years and is currently enjoying a resurgence in popularity. on full circle, his first album
in over a decade, he is back to his roots, mixing traditional country style with modern sounds and
country classics with current pop hits. meanwhile, on his new single, which is being released to
country radio, he reaches for the classics. the album features three official singles, including youre
not the one, a song turner has played in his live sets for decades. he has previously covered alan
jacksons you, and he now pays tribute to the song in the album version. he also covers another of his
country favorites, travis tritts whiskey river. in fact, his cover of whiskey river is the only non-cover
song on the album. it is the most straightforward, yet heartfelt song on the album, as turner sings,
theres not much i can do but watch you and pray that you dont die. a version of the song was
recorded with alan jackson and steve wariner. the song has been covered by other artists, including
dierks bentley and ed sheeran. in fact, sheeran rewrote the song with turner in mind and the two
recorded a version for his album, shape of you. the song was written by steve goodman in 1967, who
died in 2014. it reached the top of the billboard hot 100 in 1967, and became the biggest-selling
single of that year. gary trust,getty images
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few artists can live up to the expectations of a song as perfectly as josh turner can. from his debut
album, 1996s i will stand, his songs have been hallmarks of the genre, from the ballad i can still

make it (hicksville) to the power ballad why dont we just dance (long black train). his latest album of
similar material, full circle, is as strong as any country album youll hear in 2017. as per usual, turner
lets his soul and emotions guide the music, and the result is a collection of traditional country tunes
that have never sounded more relevant than they do now, bolstered by impressive production and a

few catchy uptempo songs. turner has always had the makings of a superstar, and this is proof.
youre not the one theres not much i can do but watch you and pray that you dont die your best

american girl calling the moon a little ball of ice in the sky calling the moon a little ball of ice in the
sky calling the moon a little ball of ice in the sky calling the moon a little ball of ice in the sky calling
the moon a little ball of ice in the sky youre not the one, youre not the one, youre not the one, youre

not the one, youre not the one, youre not the one, youre not the one, youre not the one youre not
the one, youre not the one, youre not the one, youre not the one, youre not the one, youre not the
one, youre not the one youre not the one, youre not the one, youre not the one, youre not the one,
youre not the one, youre not the one, youre not the one for his seventh studio album, taylor swift

made another big departure from her country roots. after such a groundbreaking, sophisticated, and
inspirational sophomore album, red, swift returned to the country she was playing in her debut,

fearless. the album saw her grow musically, expressing raw vulnerability in songs like the
introspective new year, same day, which is awash in gospel-tinged strings and the kind of expansive

harmonies she first showed off in fearless. the single mean is perfect for her almost robotic,
statuesque vocal delivery, which wraps a country tune in a big, zealous, and ultimately uplifting pop
package. its catchy hook and upbeat chorus are perfect for a new generation of country fans, who
have already embraced swift as a pop icon. its also the perfect soundtrack to the new year. nora
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